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Submission of harmonised information 
according to Annex VIII to the CLP

• Full chemical composition
• Toxicological information
• Label elements
• Product category (from EuPCS)
• Details of product (trade name…)
• Additional details (packaging, colour…)
• Unique Formula Identifier (UFI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annex VIII to the CLP is concerned with the harmonisation of information relating to an emergency health response, and obliges importers and downstream users of mixtures classified for health or physical hazards to submit certain information before placing those mixture on the market. The information must be submitted to the nationally appointed bodies who in turn make the information available to poison centres for the purposes of their work.In general terms, the submission of harmonised information requires the full chemical composition, the toxicological information, the label elements, a product category, plus other relevant product and mixture details. Also required is the ‘unique formula identifier’, or the UFI, which is a unique obligation for industry and is the focus of this presentation.  
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UFI - another element of information, 
but it must be

• In the submission with all the 
Annex VIII information 
requirements 

AND

• Clearly visible on the product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UFI is considered part of the package of information that industry is obliged to acquire and make available. More specifically, it always needs to be in the submission of information in accordance with Annex VIII AND printed on or affixed to the label of the product. 
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Why is a UFI needed?

• Problematic identification of
products 40% of calls.

• More accurate advice & avoid
unnecessary over precautious
treatment.

-> UFI concept to assist!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It has been estimated that poison centres have difficulty in identifying the correct product in about 40% of calls they receive. As a result immediate and accurate advice can be compromised and may lead to over-precautious treatment to be on the safe side. For this reason the UFI concept was developed to assist poison centres with the fast and correct identification of products during an emergency call.
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What does a UFI look like?

• Code with a defined format
o 16 alpha-numerical characters
o Upper case letters 
o Separated by hyphen into 4 blocks
o Avoids ambiguous letters e.g. ’O’, ’I’, ’L’, ’B’, and ’Z’
o Checksum character 

VDU1-414F-1003-1862

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UFI is a code which has a defined format – as you can see from the example below, it will contain 16 alpha numerical characters separated by hyphens into 4 blocks. The separation into blocks improves the readability of the UFI and makes it easier to recognise the UFI among other codes on the label. The letters are all upper case and there is no use of ambiguous letters such as ‘o’ or ‘I’ which could be misread for the numbers zero or 1. Also, although you cant see it, one of the characters in the UFI is a checksum character which is calculated from the other characters and allows the UFI to be validated.
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What is a UFI assigned to?

• General rule is that a UFI is assigned to 1 
(and only 1) mixture composition. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the UFI is a code and it needs to be on the product and included in the submission of information, but what does it correspond to? Well, the principle rule for UFI is that only a single UFI can ever be assigned to 1 mixture composition. In other words, assigning a UFI to two completely different mixture compositions is not allowed.
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But the UFI is flexible!

• 1 mixture composition may have multiple 
UFIs assigned to it. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the UFI is flexible – so conversely it is possible to assign multiple UFIs to one mixture composition. This will be further expanded upon in the next presentation.
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How does the UFI work?

• Read from the label of a product in an
emergency to poison centre operator.

• It works to protect confidential business
information.

• UFI works to link a
specific product on the
market to the submitted
mixture information.

Full chemical composition
Toxicological Information
Label elements
Product category
Details of  product (trade name…)
Additional details (packaging…)
UFI
…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UFI works to make a link between a specific product on the market and the information submitted on the mixture it contains. It is on the label of the product so it can be read out to a poison centre operator in the event of an emergency call. But, the UFI itself does not reveal any confidential business information about the mixture and only poison centres will know what that UFI is linked to.
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UFI for poison centres

• Rapidly identify the exact product involved
in an incident.

• Distinguish between two mixtures with the
same trade name.

• Confirm that the product was correctly
identified.

• UFI used with other
information e.g. trade name
or product category.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UFI will be used by poison centres along with other information from the label of the product such as the trade name or intended use so that they can quickly identify the exact product in an emergency call. In other words, the UFI could be used to distinguish between 2 different mixture compositions with the same trade name, or confirm that the product was correctly identified based on the other information present as read from the label.
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UFI for industry

• UFI can be safely used in the supply chain to 

protect confidential business information of 

mixture composition (for MiMs).

 instead of disclosing the full composition.

• In order to do this – the UFI (& other information) 

must be submitted to keep the integrity of the link 

for poison centres.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the UFI is a new industry obligation that requires some work, it also offers to serve some benefits along the supply chain when communicating information about mixtures. For example the UFI can be provided by an upstream supplier to a downstream formulator instead of disclosing the full composition, provided the UFI and its relevant information has first been made available to the poison centre through the same submission obligations.
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Including the UFI on the label 

• Clearly and visibly printed on, or 
affixed to the label*. 

• Indelibly marked. 
• Preceded by the acronym ‘UFI:’.
• Adapt existing/design new labels for 

individual products.

* It is possible to include the UFI also 
on the packaging provided it is in 
close proximity to other labelling 
elements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned already, the UFI has to be either printed on or affixed to the label of the product. It is also allowed in some cases to display the UFI on the packaging. It also needs to be clearly visible, legible, and indelibly or permanently marked. Another important requirement is that the UFI on the label needs to be preceded by the acronym U-F-I so that it can be easily be distinguished from other codes. Annex VIII does not further specify any other considerations for the placement or positioning of the UFI on the label but you will need to be prepared to adapt your existing labels to accommodate the UFI and the other label elements, in accordance with Annex VIII and the CLP labelling rules. 
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Derogations and considerations 

• Derogations
• Industrial mixtures – SDS (section 1.1)

• Mixtures not packaged – SDS (section 1.1)

• Considerations  
• Packaging layers, small packages, unit dose packaging

• Transport packaging

• Fold-out labels, tie-on tags…

• Guidance on labelling & packaging 
https://echa.europa.eu/guidance-documents/guidance-on-clp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course there are derogations for the UFI being on the label. For instance, in the case of industrial mixtures or mixtures not packaged, it is sufficient to include the UFI only in the SDS. There are also a number of special considerations for UFI on the label, for example, on small packages, products with various layers of packaging, unit-or mono dose packaging, transport packaging, fold out labels, tie on tags and so on – but these will all be clarified in the Guidance on labelling and packaging which is currently being updated. 

https://echa.europa.eu/guidance-documents/guidance-on-clp
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Creating a UFI

• Industry obligation

• Online UFI Generator 

• Final version online

• Developer’s manual (UFI algorithm) 

• To develop own ’Generator’ in own system

• Algorithm public – so industry generate own UFIs

https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Industry can create a UFI in 2 different ways, either the online generator tool or by implementing the UFI algorithm into the company’s system. Both are publically available from our website and will be explained more in the next presentation.

https://poisoncentres.echa.europa.eu/
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What makes UFI so unique?
• Creating a ‘unique formula identifier’ requires:

‘formNb*’   &   ‘VAT* number’ 

• Unique VAT avoid duplication of UFIs generated by 
different companies resulting from same formulation 
number.

• ’VAT 1’ & ’formNb 1’ will always give ’UFI 1’

* formulation number & value added tax number 

Company specific; unique and 
(generally) not confidential

Formulation specific; not 
unique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The importance of having a unique formula identifier has been explained, but what criteria makes it unique? Well, during the development of the UFI algorithm, it was determined that a ‘unique’ UFI could be achieved with just two input parameters – a formulation-specific number, assigned by the company, plus a company-specific value-added-tax number, or  V-A-T.  Formula numbers may not be unique from company to company but V-A-T numbers are – plus they are generally not confidential. So by using the unique V-A-T number, the duplication of UFIs generated by companies using the same formulation number can be avoided. Companies need to manage their UFIs in such a way so that they don’t re-use their own formulation number because using the same V-A-T and formulation number will always create the same UFI.  
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What the UFI itself tells you

• After a series of transformations, the UFI can 
only retrieve:
• a VAT number
• a formulation number (formNb)

• Not possible to retrieve information on the 
composition of the mixture.

VDU1-414F-1003-1862 -> ’VAT number’ & ‘formNb’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generating a UFI requires several transformations of the input data to arrive at a unique code, but it is possible to reorganise the information that was entered; so in other words the UFI code itself can only ever tell you the V-A-T number and the formulation number that was used to generate the UFI, but it is not possible to retrieve any information on the composition of the mixture.
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More about the VAT!

• VAT is used only to ensure unique code.

• No cross checks made on VAT and submitter.

• NOT about tracing a product or company.

• Possible VAT number used can be different 

from the submitter 

e.g. private labellers, toll formulators, subsidiary vs. 

mother company, consultants, …

• No gain from misusing another company’s VAT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.Just to reiterate that the V-A-T was used as a means to develop unique UFI codes and as such it is not something that will be checked in the submission. The V-A-T is also not about tracing products or companies as it is possible in some cases to generate a UFI based on a V-A-T that is different from the submitter, for example a mother company wishing to use their VAT for all subsidiaries – this though requires additional UFI management. One important piece of information to point out here is that there is no gain from misusing another company’s V-A-T – but it would be detrimental for the purpose of making an immediate health response!
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Timelines

• UFI placement on the label should coincide with a 
submission to avoid ‘empty’ UFIs.

• For new mixtures not on the market, the UFI 
obligations need to be adhered to according to the 
use type of the mixture:
• from 1 Jan 2020/2021/2024 for consumer, professional, 

or industrial use respectively.

• For mixtures already notified - transition period 
ends 1 Jan 2025 (unless change made).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In all situations, the timing for including the UFI on the label of the product must coincide with the associated submission of harmonised information. It is not recommended to place the UFI on the label of the product if that UFI has not been notified to the appointed body as it will not provide any assistance to poison centres in the event of an emergency-  this is what we call an empty UFI.  For mixtures not already on the market, your obligations to submit harmonised information and place the UFI on the label will apply from 1 Jan 2020 (consumer use), 1 Jan 2021 (professional use)and 1 Jan 2024 (industrial use). Note that if your mixture for industrial use is reformulated further down in the supply chain and ends up in a consumer use product, you will need to respect the earliest deadline for consumer use. If you have existing mixtures already on the market, you may benefit from a transitional period which ends 1 Jan 2025 unless you make a change to that mixture which requires you to update the information. Note that the dates of applicability will also apply in this case as well, so if you make a change to mixture for industrial use only in 2021, you will still benefit from the date of applicability for industrial use mixtures.     
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To summarise
• UFI generation is industry obligation.
• On the label (or SDS) and in the submission
• UFI submitted with all information (Annex VIII)
• UFI only meaningful once submitted
• The UFI is a link - the code itself does not reveal 

any compositional information
• UFI is unique per mixture composition but also 

flexible.
• Labelling requires planning – start now!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarise this presentation I would like to remind you of some of the main points – firstly, UFI generation is an obligation for industry and it needs to be both on the label and in the submission of information or SDS if a derogation applies. The UFI is part of a package of information that will always be submitted together with all the other information outlined in Annex VIII -    The UFI will be used by poison centres to link a product to all the information submitted for that mixture, in other words, a UFI will have no relevance if the poison centre has nothing to link it to. – The actual UFI itself can only reveal a V-A-T number and a formulation number, so, no information on mixture composition is compromised. The UFI has a strict rule that allows only one UFI to ever relate to a specific mixture composition – but there is also flexibility. And finally, planning will be required for the labelling changes and you can already start now.



Thank you!

Subscribe to our news at 
echa.europa.eu/subscribe

Follow us on Twitter
@EU_ECHA

Follow us on Facebook
Facebook.com/EUECHA
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